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Abstract of Paper

This research paper explores the concepts of spatiality and temporality and also the
idea of perception and how this can affect the artist’s view of the world. Having spent
large amounts of time in different countries as a child and teenager, and returning to
Australia as a young adult has led me to question both my identity and how it has been
constructed. Throughout the dissertation I explore the story of Through the Looking
Glass by Lewis Carrol to further investigate the construction of the self within opposing
and multiple situations. Such experiences are also reflected in the works of Peter Doig,
Hurvin Anderson and Mamma Andersson. In relation to my own work, my history and
experiences will be used as a starting point to refer to painting as a practice that
connects the space between my multiplicities. Consequently, this will suggest that
painting is a passage that can unite polarities, bridging the rift or gap between the
different events that I have encountered. Approximately seven paintings will be
exhibited at the Sydney College of Arts Exhibition in December 2016.
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Introduction

“We see things; we agree about them; we are anchored in them; and it is with “nature”
as our base that we construct our sciences.”1

This research paper will explore the shifting boundaries of the identities that I have
experienced growing up and how this relates to my exploration of the spatial and
temporal properties in painting. I have spent a significant amount of time in different
countries as a child and teenager and returning to Australia as a young adult has led
me to question both my identity and how it is constructed. Constantly living on the
border of different cultures and encounters, and never quite feeling at home in any of
them has guided me to question the conception of different modes of perception. This
constant displacement makes me feel more convinced that in change lies many truths
in life and that doubt and uncertainty are important positions to adopt. My inspiration
for the exploration of both temporality and spatiality is to open the doors between these
differences and examine the space between them.

1

Galen A. Johnson, The Merleau-Ponty Aesthetic Reader, Cezanne’s doubt, Evanston:
Northwestern University Press, 1993, p64.
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Through painting, I can develop profound and dynamic reflections on the questions of
space and time, encounter, occurrence, and negotiations between abstraction and
figuration, and also between reality and fiction. This research paper suggests a deep
yearning to bring to light the unseen elements of my multi-layered characteristics.
Chapter one investigates not only the concepts of spatiality and temporality but also
the idea of perception and how this can affect the artist’s view of the world. The chapter
will introduce the key theorists Gilles Deleuze and Maurice Merleau-Ponty. Both
theorists offer different avenues for questioning how identity can be constructed from
experiences. An examination of the idea of spatiality can only exist through the
exploration of experience, time and memory. My unusual upbringing has led me to
question these ideas in my current painting practice. The exploration of my research
paper and practice will result in the idea that there is no resolved space in painting and
that an accurate representation of reality can never be determined.
Consequently, I will consider Lewis Carrol’s extraordinary tale Alice Through the
Looking Glass, a narrative that interlaces interesting glimpses into the ideas of space,
identity, and perception. At the beginning of the famous tale, Alice walks through a
looking glass to find a foreign and exotic land that she does not quite comprehend.
Within the looking glass, everything is backward. The landscape and creatures are
strange and different from her, and she often feels alienated as she has trouble relating
to the foreign ways of the characters.
The artists I will choose to highlight in the second chapter will all emphasize how their
paintings interrogate the visible world and the reality they encounter. Their artworks
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often straddle the threshold of both the real and imagined.2 The work of three
contemporary artists will be featured here: Peter Doig, Mamma Andersson and Hurvin
Anderson. All three painters investigate connections to the idea of the self within space
and time and evoke varied ways available to represent different experiences of being.
They offer expansive approaches to perception and contribute to a spatiality that is
both ambiguous and vast.3 The artists featured create artworks that question the idea
of belonging in temporality. That is, within their works they are able to question and
bridge the gap between belonging and being foreign. Within their uncertainty about
reality they are able to access “in between”4 states and are able to represent this in
their work.
Peter Doig (born Scotland, 1959-) is more than a traveler, in his paintings he becomes
a “drifter”5. The perceptual experience of reality finds a form in his paintings that reflect
some of the key philosophical developments of Merleau-Ponty. Interestingly, the
spatial and temporal logic in Doig’s paintings are never quite fixed and neither are his
narratives.
At first glance, Mamma Andersson’s (born Stockholm, 1962-) paintings imply a sense
of familiarity, with their backdrop of birch trees, family homes, and evocative skies.
However, upon closer inspection, these feelings of safety and familiarity are punctured
by a destabilizing feeling of uncertainty and strangeness.6 Throughout her work,
Anderson develops imagery of landscapes and interiors that are dream-like and

2

Peter Doig, No Foreign Lands, Stephane Aquin, Germany: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2013, p26.
ibid, p13.
4
Ibid, p13.
5
Richard Shiff and Catherine Lambert, Peter Doig, New York: Rizzoli, 2011, p301.
6
Elfriede Jelinek and Martin Hentshel, Mamma Andersson, Dog Days, Germany: Kerber Verlag,
2012, p5
3
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haunting and create an intense feeling of displacement in the viewer.7 Therefore, her
artworks navigate not only the idea of identity and how it is created but also altered
thresholds in painting.

Hurvin Anderson (born Birmingham, 1965- ) produces scenes from neither one place
or another. There is a constant slippage in his work most possibly caused by his mixed
identity.8 Anderson was born to Jamaican parents in the UK, and the uncertainty that
he experiences regarding his identity leads him to create images with different spaces
and painterly techniques fused together on a single plane. Anderson creates paintings
with layers of thin paint and leaves omissions on the canvas to signify what he feels
about a subject. He is inclined to let his imaginings flow from a tight, realistic core to
abstraction as if gliding unavoidably amidst a zone of memory and realism.9

In chapter three I will consider my own practice-led research. Born to a Dutch mother
and Australian father, I was six years old when my mother decided to move from the
country in Jindabyne to Mexico City with my Mexican stepfather. The experience of
being transferred from a sleepy small town to living in one of the biggest cities in the
world is very memorable. I was entered into a French Lycee where no one could speak
English and I can remember it being very strange to communicate or understand what
was going on. For the first time, I felt like an outsider. There is a sudden shift in my
reality and I become, like Alice, more of an observer of unfolding events.

7

Elfriede Jelinek and Martin Hentshel, Mamma Andersson, Dog Days, Germany: Kerber Verlag,
2012, p5.
8
Lisa Turvey, Hurvin Anderson, Artforum International. 49.8, April, 2011, p212.
9
Martin Herbert, Hurvin Anderson: New Paintings, Artforum, vol.44, no.2, October 2005, p.287–8.
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Both frameworks set out in chapter one, and chapter two will be employed to explore
my observations. The research will similarly highlight how I have cultivated my practice
throughout my time researching and engaging in a studio practice. It is the idea of
displacement that has most emerged from my work, and which is also evident in the
artists that I have chosen to represent in my research paper.

12

Chapter 1

Shifting Boundaries: a depiction of spatiality and temporality in painting.

“The sun was shining on the sea,
Shining with all his might:
He did his very best to make
The billows smooth and brightAnd this was odd because it was
The middle of the night”10

The story of Through the Looking Glass and What Alice Found There has always been
a fascinating tale to me, ever since I was a little girl. It is one of many children’s fairy

10

Lewis Carrol, Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass, Melbourne:
Colorgravure Publications, 1949, p25.
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tales stored at the back of my mind and woven together with real and imagined
memories of my past and childhood. In recent years Alice’s journey has become more
intriguing and fascinating to me. Somehow the tale has developed into a way to
understand and portray my own experience as a child traveling to different countries
and has increasingly blended with my own practice as a painter. The more I learn of
how other theorists and writers have interpreted this story, the more engaged I have
become. The remarkable narrative presents both Alice and the reader with a thrilling
experience and this, in turn, changes their perspectives of the world around them. As
soon as Alice steps through the looking glass into a different reality, she begins to
question the world around her, and I can relate to this experience.

In The Logic of Sense, Gilles Deleuze suggests that having a permanent sense of
identity is based on having things happen to one in a linear fashion. For example, a
person can grow up in the same place, attend the same school as his/her parents, and
live in the same suburb his/her entire life. For Deleuze, this creates a stable sense of
self. Although in Alice Through the Looking Glass, her sense of self becomes different
the moment she steps through the looking glass. Alice is no longer falling down rabbit
holes, and going deeper and deeper underground. Rather she is at the surface of
things, on the border of two varying realities. What separates them is a mirror that
reflects the distinctions between these realities.

For Alice, the reflection in the looking glass is a way to understand the unperceived
world she lives in. For example, Alice notices that if you hold a book up to the looking
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glass the words will be backwards “The books are something like our books, only the
words go the wrong way; I know that because I’ve held up one of our books to the
glass, and then they hold up one in the other room”.11 This occurrence becomes a
deep reflection of the world for Alice. With the book in her hands, the words reflected
are backwards and consequently she discovers a parallel universe. The anthropologist
Claude Levi-Strauss explains this as having a “sensory experience,”12. For LeviStrauss it is only is sensing the world around us that we become aware of ourselves:
“there unfolds both the becoming of the subject and the happenings of the world. I
become only insofar as something happened, and something happens (for me) only
insofar as I become…In sensing, both self and world unfold simultaneously for the
sensing subject.”13

From the very beginning of the story, Alice is aware she is about to embark on an
adventure and that the rules of her reality will no longer be the same in Wonderland.
In a sense the world that Alice staggers upon concentrates on elements of reality
although they are always reversed, wrong, upturned and curious. This makes Alice
question her identity and the characters that she meets along the way.

Deleuze proposes that the condition of unlimited becoming and limited becoming are
both attached to events. In the idea of limited becoming, things progress through time
in a logical way. We are born and then we move from young to old, without any
11

Lewis Carrol, Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass, Melbourne:
Colorgravure Publications, p13.
12
Daniel W. Smith, Essays on Deleuze, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2012, p226.
13
Ibid.
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conflicting elements.14 The logic of unlimited becoming is exemplified in Alice in
Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass: “Becoming unlimited comes to be the
ideational and incorporeal event, with all of its characteristic reversals between future
and past, active and passive, cause and effect, more and less, too much and not
enough, already and not yet. The infinitely divisible event is always both at once”.15
This idea of pure becoming is the idea of a dream, myth, and art in which things are
paradoxes and can often be both one thing, and it’s opposite at the same time. The
notion of unlimited or pure becoming defies the idea of logic.16 This concept is a means
for Deleuze to abandon the idea of the self and demonstrate how in Contemporary
Postmodernism the self is present in a different way. The self is no longer constructed
as an unchanging foundation; things are continually happening to destabilize and
undermine the self in the realm of pure becoming.17 For example, there is a similarity
between Alice Through the Looking Glass and what occurs in Cézanne’s painting The
Bathers (Les Grandes Baigneuses). The novel and the painting are comparable
because there is an ending of the laws in perspective and dimensional space that
ensue that bend the laws of perspective. In Cézanne’s painting all the traditional laws
of space break down and disintegrate. In some ways it reflects the rise of electric
technology in the 19th century and the pace of technology. The world of Alice also
reflects this world, a world where she exists in her own space disconnected from three
dimensional space.

14

Deleuze, Gilles, The Logic of Sense, Columbia University Press, New York, 1990, p.8.
Deleuze, Gilles, The Logic of Sense, Columbia University Press, New York, 1990, p.8.
16
ibid.
17
ibid.
15
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The relentless passing of time is a constant theme in Alice Through the Looking Glass.
The ticking of the clock recurs in every paragraph and this teaches Alice early on that
time is in fact a construct of her imagination. Curiously time seems to go fast but also
at times stands still. At one point Alice starts running as fast as she can with the Queen
by her side and then notices that she is not getting anywhere.18 It is as if the trees in
the landscape stay still and never move. Alice is puzzled and wonders if everything is
changing with her. After a while she stops, exhausted, and realizes that nothing in the
landscape has moved and that she is still in the same place as she was before she
started running.19

Fig. 1. Paul Cezanne, Les Grandes Baigneuses, 1898 – 1905, Oil on canvas, 210.5 x 250.8 cm,
Philadelphia Museum of Art.

18

Lewis Carrol, Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass, Melbourne:
Colorgravure Publications, 1949, p27.
19
Lewis Carrol, Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass, Melbourne:
Colorgravure Publications, 1949, p27.
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Phenomenologist Erwin Straus explains that a pre-rational world of sensation is not
prior to the world of perception or representation, but is parallel to it. It is indeed this
world, the world of “lived experience”20, that phenomenologists have endeavored to
portray.21 Straus offered a related distinction between what he called geography and
landscape. The geographical world, the world recorded on maps, is perceptual and
conceptual; it is an “abstract system of coordinates with an unspecified perspective”.22
Landscape, by contrast, is sensory, enclosed by a horizon that realigns to the
movement of our body. In a landscape, we do not so much move in space, rather
space moves with us.23

The landscape makes Alice feel odd and alienated: “For some minutes Alice stood
without speaking, looking out in all directions over the country and a most curious
country it was. There were a number of tiny little brooks running straight across it from
side to side, and the ground between was divided up into squares by a number of little
green hedges, that reached from brook to brook”.24 Alice feels uneasy in her
surroundings, and this consequently teaches Alice to question reality and her
understanding of it. It also makes her question her identity and how she sees herself
as part of the world around her. In my experience, coming home to Australia at
nineteen after spending numerous years abroad reflects those feelings. The

20

Gilles Deleuze, Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation, Introduction Daniel W. Smith, Minnesota:
University Of Minnesota Press, 2005,p.14.
21
Gilles Deleuze, Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation, Introduction Daniel W. Smith, Minnesota:
University Of Minnesota Press, 2005,p.14.
22
ibid.
23
ibid.
24
Lewis Carrol, Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass, Melbourne:
Colorgravure Publications, p25.
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landscape made me feel strange. The strong Australian sun; the vastness of blue sky;
and the dry landscapes all contributed to feelings of being out of place.

Merleau Ponty proposes that there is no real reason that one object in a landscape
should seem further away from another object, although he does contemplate that
there is a “motive” as to why this occurs.25 Ideas about depth can only come from
one’s previous experience of navigating space: “as the ground or arena which our
body inhabits and operates in.”26 Therefore our essential knowledge of the world
comes from our body’s exploration of it. For Merleau-Ponty, then, perception is an
encounter with “meanings”.27 Things impress themselves upon the body not as “logical
constructions” or “substances with attributes” but as tangible, dynamic, intersensory
presences or “emblems” of a certain style of being.28 As Merleau-Ponty puts it: “I
perceive in a total way with my whole being: I grasp a unique structure of the thing, a
unique way of being, which speaks to all my senses at once”.29

As a result, when Alice realizes that the landscape is not moving, she is running, and
her body is meant to move, it brings into question a new way of being for her. At this
moment Alice becomes aware that she is in a new and different reality from her own
because what she is experiencing is illogical to her. When she brings up these
concerns to the Red Queen, the Queen tells her that she must come from a slow

25

Crowther, Paul, Merleau Ponty: Perception into Art, British Journal Aesthetics, 1982, p139.
ibid, p139.
27
ibid, p139.
28
ibid, 1982, p139.
29
Merleau-Ponty, The Film and the New Psychology', included in Sense and Non- Sense
(Northwestern University Press, 1964), p. 50.
26
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country and that in Wonderland, everything moves so fast that you have to run like the
speed of light to get somewhere else.30

Merleau-Ponty deduces that our knowledge of this world is founded upon the body
relating and familiarizing itself with things and not so much on the mental pictures or
memory images of the world. In a sense, the body does not bring meaning to the world
but instead through its movement calls upon its meaning. Furthermore, the body
interacts with the world without it being aware of it doing so.31 For Merleau-Ponty, our
perception causes “carnal formulae”32 ingrained upon our body and he believes that
there are two distinctions in expression. A primary expression is where new meaning
is brought in existence through our perception of things and a secondary expression
is our everyday encounter with objects in the world from already familiar “carnal
formulae”.33
For example, when one encounters a sunset or a starry night one can pass by this
experience without much reflection upon this event. However, when one stops and
experiences the sunset or phenomenon, when the sight of a sunset ignites in us a
sense of awe and beauty, our engagement with the world “is called into question and
enriched; the silence of our practical engagement with the world is ruptured by a
situation which demands that more should be said about it.”34

30

Lewis Carrol, Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass, Melbourne:
Colorgravure Publications, 1949, p27.
31
Paul Crowther, Merleau Ponty: Perception into Art, British Journal Aesthetics, Spring 82, Vol. 22
Issue 2, 1982, p140.
32
Ibid, p140.
33
Ibid, p140.
34
Ibid. p140.
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Merleau-Ponty describes that this awakened feeling sometimes lingers on and
becomes unbearable. Moreover, this is where the artist feels the need to preserve and
to express into further possibilities. In The Primacy of Perception, he declares: "I do
not mean to say that culture consists in perceiving. There is a whole cultural world
which constitutes a second level above perceptual experience. Perception is rather
the fundamental basis which cannot be ignored"35.

Painting is an exemplary model for Merleau-Ponty, as it has both its essence founded
in the tradition of art and the immediacy of the encounter of things in this world.
For example, artists are very much defined by their experience with the medium that
they use in their practice. The materials artists employ capture a strong meaning and
permit their body to take on a complete idea about the signification they deal with in
their perception. Becoming an artist, he points out, most often manifests from an early
interaction and affinity with a medium of choice or from a crisis in life that can rupture
the idea of perception and awaken in the artist the absence of fullness in his existence.
This, in turn, creates a relationship between the artist and his medium of choice. Once
this connection has crystallized for the artist, his perception will constantly be
influenced by his material. He will no longer see the world in the same way because
his perception will be guided by the demands of the material. His discernment of things
after that will be influenced by its demands. As the historian Ernst Gombrich states: “.
. . painting is an activity, and the artist will therefore tend to see what he paints rather
than to paint what he sees”.36 Consequently, the philosophy of thinking that stimulates
35

Galen A. Johnson, The Merleau-Ponty Aesthetic Reader, The Primacy of Perception, Evanston:
Northwestern University Press, 1993, p33.
36
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The Film and the New Psychology, included in Sense and Non- Sense,
Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1964, p.50.
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the painter is not the sort in which opinions about the world are articulated or
expressed, they are more precisely how the painter transforms what he sees into a
painting.

Merleau-Ponty observes that the perception of an artist renders the artwork unique
because he will have his style relating to his body. The artist will put an emphasis on
certain aspects of reality, and he will have his judgment on the phenomena that
surrounds him. So this, in turn, will affect the gestures of the painter with his paintbrush
or how he chooses to highlight certain colours or techniques in a painting.

In the Essay Cézanne’s Doubt, Merleau-Ponty highlights the puzzlement Cézanne
(1839-1906) felt about being in the world with others and with other things. Also, this
he declares is what Cézanne was painting. His main interest in painting was to try to
capture the way that things came to be in reality through perception. And for Cezanne,
this was a never ending preoccupation. The artist once stated: “the artist must conform
to this perfect work of art. Everything comes to us from nature; we exist through it;
nothing else is worth remembering”37. Even though he aimed to capture nature, his
paintings remained contradictory, often aiming for a certain reality but then rejecting
the ways that painters before him had worked. This is apparent in the distortions that
one can find in the perspectives and elsewhere in his paintings.38

37

Galen A. Johnson, The Merleau-Ponty Aesthetic Reader, Cezanne’s doubt, Evanston:
Northwestern University Press, 1993, p63.
38
Judith Clark, The Illustrated History of Art, London: Quantum Books, 2004, p.168.
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Fig. 2. Paul Cezanne, Le Dejeuner sur l’herbe, 1876 – 1877, oil on canvas, 35 x 21 cm, Musee de
l’Orangerie.

This uncertainty that Paul Cézanne experienced led him to create images with different
spaces fused together on a single plane. Cézanne set out to challenge the dichotomies
that he perceived between reality and art. As Galen Johnson writes: “Cézanne did not
think he had to choose between feeling and thought, as he was deciding between
chaos and order. He did not want to separate the stable things which we see and the
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shifting way in which they appear; he wanted to depict matter as it takes on form”39. In
his painting Dejeuner Sur l’Herbe (1875), Cézanne sets the scene with a small group
of people gathered on the grass in what seems to be an unstable ground and
abstracted space. There are ambiguities between the people at the foreground and
the landscape, such as the right side corner where the figures seem almost to blend
and disappear into the scene. With this recurring system, Cézanne was able to liberate
the rules of perspective to confirm the way in which his eye witnessed different parts
of space from different points of views. He purposely emphasized the flatness of the
picture’s surface while being preoccupied with the properties of volumes in three
dimensions.40 His preoccupation became a need to fuse together both perceptions
and conceptions – the way we see, and the way we know and experience what we
see. In this way, he achieved his objective of being able to paint objects in space as
they take on a form. He could capture the way in which our eyes interpret the visual
field and deduce things around us after they are identified in space and “integrated
into our world of experience”41. For Cézanne an object in space was a congregation
of creations that he could construct from what he was seeing, as well as the shifting
of his point of view throughout that moment. Cézanne made important advances in
the manner space could be embodied in painting.

39

Galen A. Johnson, The Merleau-Ponty Aesthetic Reader, Cezanne’s doubt, Evanston:
Northwestern University Press, 1993, p63.
40
Judith Clark, The Illustrated History of Art, London: Quantum Books, 2004, p.168.
41
Stephen Kern, The Culture of Time and Space, 1880-1918: With a New Preface, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 2003, p142.
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Through the history of Western art, representation has almost always played a central
role. Art itself imitates our shared reality, and thus serves as a social and utilitarian
function in our process of learning about the world. The move towards these shifting
boundaries in painting has led key theorists to question ideas about space and time.
These concepts and a stable sense of self-seem to have been interrupted since the
rise of industrialization in the 19th century. Painting has taken on a different form, no
longer needing to depict or portray but rather to garner a deeper understanding of our
perception.

25

Chapter Two

Versions of Space and Time in Contemporary Painting

“There are no foreign lands, it is only the traveler who is foreign”.42

The artworks of the three artists in this chapter all represent the between space of
varying realities. Their paintings all hint at an entirely palpable part of our presence on
earth combined with hints of fiction. The settings they depict stand before us, and are
discernable. But what takes place in them is at times uncanny, suggesting a human
experience in a parallel world that meets us in ways that are partly real, partly artificial,
and partly fiction.

Peter Doig

The first time I saw a painting by Peter Doig, I was instantly drawn in. I was twenty-six
years old, back in Paris for the first time in more than a decade, and wondering
aimlessly around the city, feeling surprised that I could feel out of place in a city that I
had previously been able to call home. I stumbled across Peter Doig’s work 100 Years
Ago at the Centre Pompidou and looking at his work I felt an instant connection. My
42

Robert Louis Stevenson, The Silverado Squatters, Charleston: BiblioLife, 2009, p 20.
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eyes darted around and settled on the center of the painting; an image of a lone figure
with a vaguely familiar silhouette, long hair and unattached, a drifter type. This painting
certainly awakened something within me, and later I came to realize that Doig’s
displacement and perception of reality very much resembled my own.

Fig. 3. Peter Doig, 100 Years Ago (Carrera), 2001, oil on linen, 229 x 359cm, Centre Pompidou,
National Museum of Modern Art-Centre for Industrial Creation.

A few basic themes repeat themselves in his works, particularly lakes and swamps in
which skies, figures or even boats are reflected in them.43 In his painting that I first

43

Ned Denny, Doig Daze, London: New Statesman, May 13 2002, p41.
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encountered, 100 Years Ago, there is a reflection of a boat in the water represented
in dazzling hues of orange, red and yellow. The work employs a motif that is one of
the most effective in Peter Doig’s paintings: mirroring. Here the evident paralleling
which involves the picture ground and the picture form play a pivotal role. Doig has
clearly delineated three horizontal bands of colour, although they also seem to merge
into one another, reflect each other and waver between a pale translucent aqua and
deep opaque blues. The orange canoe sits in the middle of the divided canvas and is
reflected in the water, expanding the picture plane. Here the reflection gives him the
freedom to paint the same picture twice, although in a “different way and also with a
different type of motion and action”44. This, in turn, opens up the space within the plane
and gives us a point of entry. This can be compared to the approach adopted by Lewis
Carrol who uses the looking glass to give an entry into another world. By opening up
the picture plane, the reflection in 100 Years Ago opens up the picture plane and gives
the illusion of limitless space.

In A Thousand Plateaus Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari explain that points do not
define a line of becoming. Rather, it passes between these points as a line that has
no beginning and no end. They explain that a point of origin is always a point, although
a line of becoming “has neither beginning nor end, departure nor arrival, origin nor
destination”45. The line of becoming has only a middle, and a becoming is always in
the middle. Like Alice who crosses a threshold, a mirror; it is the looking glass that
becomes the middle of her becoming. This is also how Doing uses the reflection. There
44
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is an expansion in the image where the figure and the reflection become one. The
expansion lies in the middle of the mirror image. Moreover, for Deleuze and Guattari,
this becoming is always in the middle, and it happens in the “in between”46, on the
border.

Thomas McEvilley points out that: “In a sense to stand in two places is to stand both
in the presence and in representation.” Therefore, to be positioned in two locations is
to somehow be divided. To stand in representation requires two distinct elements, as
one element needs to be present to be represented. For instance, a representational
painting illustrates and portrays the object or objects painted. Artists with diverse
heritages that discuss these differences in their work find themselves in the territory of
“representation and presence”.47 It is a space where all of their experiences, history,
culture and heritage merge and collide together. Doig certainly has a mixed
background, as he grew up in Scotland, Trinidad, Quebec, and Ontario, then began
his art career in London, moved to Montreal, then back to London, then to Port of
Spain in Trinidad, where he now has his studio.
His large otherworldly canvases seem as much influenced by his years as an
adolescent growing up traveling, as by the direct experience of nature.48 He often
discusses his upbringing in both Trinidad and Canada and how living in London while
studying at art school, he would often go to Canada House and look through the
brochures advertising holidays in Northern Canada.49 He would later use these
brochures and photographs to paint his paintings. He says: “he discovered a whole
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set of images that referred to an almost dream-like notion of what some of the places
in Canada are actually like, images that described an almost idealized idea of the
wilderness experience, and of his own experiences”50. He would then transcribe this
perception onto the canvas and like Alice, he was able to examine a parallel world
where his memories and perceptions spent in Canada would come alive.
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Fig.4. Peter Doig, Pelican (Stag), 2003, oil on canvas, 276x200.5cm, Micheal Werner Gallery, New
York and London.

Peter Doig creates a space for reality based memories, somewhere between seeing
and thinking. In Pelican (Stag) Doig takes different techniques of pouring and staining
the canvas to new and profound lengths, creating rich contrasts between the
background of the foliage and the waterfall of light, both highlighting the solitary figure
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walking along the landscape. This gives the impression that Doig has allowed room
for accidents to occur throughout his painting process, while handling the material of
paint.51 Creating a balance between the intention and the discovery gives Doig the
opportunity to find more than he believes he seeks. It also provides the chance to
discover different systems, or even to drift out of reality into a new space.52 Somehow
his work consists of unseen journeys, of “mistakes upon mistakes”53, of which the
“most perceptually and emotionally evocative mutations”54 survive. These textures and
handling of the medium hint at Merleau Ponty’s understanding of the artist and his
perception. The philosopher indicates that the gestures or marks left on the surface
by the artist are the bases of style in perception. For example, Doig is reinventing and
exploring his response from the sensations of nature through the handling of the oil
paint; he is able to not only respond to but also re-discover the situations and
experiences that awakened his perception in the first instance. Working with oil paint
enables Doig to continue the rendering process which begun in his own awareness.
This leads him to concentrate on the scattered meanings found in his experiences and
causes these implications to happen in a more unified and concrete form. It brings his
own perceptual style to the point of integration.

Peter Doig has often pointed out that there is no inherent unity in his paintings. Rather
his paintings are constructed of dispersed pieces that the viewer can mentally unify
into a whole.55 Pelican becomes an example of the artist grappling with the engulfing
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mission of image making. The experience of painting includes a vast array of
selections that the artist must make. The role of discerning content is akin to random
selection, or the surrealist technique of automatic drawing56, for, in the end, choices
are not always conscious or rational.57

Hurvin Anderson

Hurvin Anderson is a painter who produces scenes that seem to gravitate between
different locations and times. His mixed identity possibly causes this constant slippage
in his work.58 Like Peter Doig he is engaged with the notion of being in a place but
thinking about another59. The scenes he constructs are often of places of leisure giving
the viewer the sense that he is free to marvel at the wonders Anderson sets out for us.
Tennis courts, beaches, and tropical landscapes are all highlighted in his paintings.
The places he captures are transient spaces and the figures he populates them with
are nomadic and ethereal. In his influential essay It’s a Family Affair: Black Culture
and the Trope of Kinship, theorist Paul Gilroy rethinks the concept of a person
possessing cultural “roots”60 based on a fixed idea of identity and race. He implies that
the idea of “roots”61 that is marked out by flows in migration denotes movement. While
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one version of “roots”62 implies a static version of identity, the other demonstrates
mobility and shifting throughout the globe.63 The later is precisely what Anderson often
intends to portray in his paintings.

Anderson was born in Birmingham to Jamaican parents. During the 1990’s Peter Doig
taught Hurvin Anderson at art school. Similar to Peter Doig, Anderson’s work suggests
the relocation between Birmingham, Jamaica, and Trinidad. Anderson remains
somewhat of an outsider/insider, a UK citizen exploring his mixed heritage. During one
of his residencies in Trinidad, he says that: “Everything about me got questioned, was
I English? Black? Caribbean? Jamaican?”64

A range of connections and histories are contained within Anderson’s work. His
considered selection of materials and their use is key in communicating the
psychologically charged spaces he wishes to portray. This, in turn, enhances his wideranging perspective on places and urges him to contemplate the psychology of
architectural spaces. Similar to Doig this concept of being on the border of two distinct
realities also informs his use of the medium of paint. Whereas Peter Doig uses
reflections, the splattering and layering of paint to create a slip in time and space,
Anderson employs the motif of a grid or fence to create these two varying realities.

In his artwork Country Club Series: Chicken Wire, he paints an empty tennis court
upon which is layered a delicate grid of wire. Years before Doig rendered The Heart
of Old San Juan; a forlorn tennis court romanticizing the separation of the landscape
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through nostalgic memory. In Country Club Series: Chicken Wire, Anderson adopts a
different approach when capturing the tennis court. The tall fence is obviously
constructed to stop tennis balls flying too far away for the players or even worse,
bouncing onto the streets into traffic. Nevertheless, the enclosure is also a way to keep
unwanted guests or non-club members from using the facilities.65 Suddenly the viewer
becomes an accomplice navigating the experience of what it feels like to be an
outsider looking in. This technique also helps Anderson disrupt the neutrality of the
painting's illusionistic window pane. This, in turn, enhances his wide-ranging
perspective on places and urges him to contemplate the psychology of architectural
spaces. The barriers he chooses unsettle the ideal surface of the painting. Overlaying
it with a grid, in turn, provokes a powerful awareness of the exclusion he at times feels
as an outsider.
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Fig. 5. Peter Doig, The Heart of Old San Juan, 1999, oil on canvas, 250 x 190 cm, Private collection.

Anderson uses barriers in several of his other artworks, often transforming them into
patterns or layers superimposed upon the scenes he sets. The barriers can be
decoded in several ways, and often the tension in his work relates to how two opposing
factors: familiarity and foreignness relate to each other. In Welcome:Carib, he
represents a bar with a bright starburst red pattern overlaying the space. The bar, a
place that is usually meant for community and inclusion becomes a place where the
viewer needs to peer in between the covered space; hoping to catch a glance of what
exactly they may be missing out on. The spaces become lost memories that the viewer
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can no longer enter. Alice, when she is back, in reality, has difficulty recounting to her
cat the adventures she has just had, as she cannot quite recall them.66 The barriers
Anderson uses serve a similar purpose. They seem to indicate places long forgotten,
like memories that on the surface can be easily accessible but in reality are not.

Fig. 6. Hurvin Anderson, Country Club Series: Chicken Wire, 2008, oil on canvas, 240 x 350 cm, Private
Collection.

Wonderland allows Alice to take a glimpse at the world from a displaced perspective.
The creation of a new perception grants her the possibility of a new angle to view her
existence, and this is something that Anderson explores in his artworks.
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Mamma Andersson

Mamma Andersson often describes the paintings she produces as “frozen moments”.
The scenes she depicts are idyllic worlds she grew up in Sweden “when the world was
still an interconnected whole, teeming with adventures, feelings for homeland and the
urge to explore distant parts which would reap incomparable experiences”67. She often
contrasts this sentiment with the reality that she experiences today, the world that
threatens humanity’s very existence, with the destruction of nature. Her paintings
constantly float between surreal like memories and a more difficult reality that she
struggles to understand68. Like Alice who walks the threshold between two worlds,
Andersson endeavors to implicate the viewer in her works as uncomfortable partakers
in the duality of the narrative in her scenes. Her paintings seem to exist independently
of the artist and seem to form multiple realities. The space that she creates sets the
stage for an opening where the dimensions of space and time coincide and collide.

For Andersson, the ambiguous image is a vehicle for altering the collective perception
of reality, and therefore there is a collapse in the order of reality and depiction.69 Her
work alludes to the destruction of time and space as we know it and calls for the viewer
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to inhabit in an in-between place. Andersson’s paintings are therefore an expedition
in the unknown, into a Wonderland.

Fig. 7. Mamma Andersson, About a Girl, 2005, oil on canvas, 121.9 x 160 cm, Private Collection.

In About a Girl, the viewer is summoned to partake in an intimate gathering of young
women. The women glance at the onlooker as if they are immersed in a conversation.
The scene seems momentarily serene, but at a second glance, the mysterious look of
the women’s faces alongside the strange landscape and the peculiar paintings on the
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wall create an unsettling image. What is happening? What are they talking about?
What will happen?

By flattening the plane in this artwork, there is a clear puncture in the world she paints.
Merleau-Ponty suggests a similar phenomenon in Cezanne’s paintings. The meaning
in Cezanne’s artworks lies in his continual endeavor to extract the instinctive unity of
our natural perception. On this plane, the classic dichotomies that construct our
thought about painting and perception: “seeing versus thinking, nature versus
composition, primitivism versus tradition, feeling versus thought, appearance versus
reality-have no hold”.70 For Merleau-Ponty, it is not necessary to choose between
these two differences, since the extremities are blurry and vague. In fact, what is
revealed in About a Girl is not a return to the natural which underlines the human on
a separate level, but rather the locus where a division between the natural and artifice
cannot be separated: “We see things, we agree about them, we are anchored in
them”71. Therefore, on this footing, we are able to assemble an ambiguous reality of
experiences and objects.
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Fig. 8. Mamma Andersson, We do Boring Things Together, 2003, Diptych, acrylic and oil on panel, 61
x 63.5 cm, each, Private Collection.

Andersson’s carefully crafted works become arrangements that merge reality and
representations of corporeality. The layers of references to pictures in her work seem
to denote the artist’s intriguing view of reality, leading to paintings that gather these
results into unexpected scenes.72 She uses this technique to give the viewer a small
snapshot of experience, or a combination of many moments. In her painting, We Do
Boring Things Together the protagonists read and watch television, their slumped
bodies looking bored and tired. The viewer’s gaze settles on the background, and in
an instant, the mood changes as all around them hover ghost-like figures and shapes.
The background becomes translucent and the space they are in shifts from landscape
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to the interior and back again. In the background, a wonderfully serene seascape
shines in the pleasant, obscure light. This landscape has an almost distant and
timeless quality, like a faded remnant from an old children’s book. The viewer can
almost feel the realms where imagination and memory, distance and home merge.
Indeed, both scenes seem to blend in the same picture field, mutually affecting one
another in a moment of boredom that the protagonists seem to be experiencing,
forcing any fleeting elements in the visual narrative into the background. In this
painting, there is a sense of the protagonists residing on the threshold of duality. In
her works, there is a sense that reality converts into a scene where memory, time and
space collide and set the scene for our view of this reality.

Both Hurvin Anderson and Peter Doig investigate the moving space that can be
created in painting. It is the experience of displacement that links their work, although
the spaces both artists choose to represent are slightly different. Whereas Doig often
draws the viewer into the scenes he sets with different painterly techniques, Anderson
bars the viewer from entering the environment he depicts. Whereas Doig represents
a tennis court with the gate at the back of the painting inviting the viewer in, Hurvin
paints the fence over his landscapes, setting the viewer up as an accomplice to his
feelings of exclusion. Mamma Andersson expresses a fluidity in a scene and gives the
viewer the opportunity to wonder within different worlds while looking at her work.
Residing in an in-between space, Peter Doig, Hurvin Anderson and Mamma
Andersson’s pictures are playful forays into different perspectives and a discoveries
of worlds with differing events. These artists lead the viewer’s gaze along a journey
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through differing concepts of space and time, referring to promises of varying
perspectives, and this is what I strive to represent in my paintings.
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Chapter 3

The Borderland of experience and painting

“We must not paint what we think we see, but what we see[ .. ]sometimes it
may go against the grain, but this is what our craft demands […] because I
do

nothing

which

I

have

not

seen,

and

what

I

paint

exists” 73

Martin Heidegger indicates the significance of a place for human beings: ““Place”
places man in such a way that it reveals the external bounds of his existence and at
the same time the depths of his freedom and reality”74. Place emphasizes the
importance of spatial locations in terms that connect our awareness and ability to selfreflect the fact of our location. Identity can be seen as both a transcending place and
as being dependent on it. In the remainder of this research paper, I will use my
encounters as a way to explore the concepts of space and time. I will demonstrate
how painting is a passage that unites polarities in my experiences and how it bridges
the rift between events that I have faced. A door has been opened between dualities
that reside both in the foreign and familiar and this approach has consequently
nourished the process of painting for me. Painting serves as a path to create
connections, evoke experiences, and more importantly place the self within a wider
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community that bridges the gap between divisions in experience. Like Alice, whose
adventures bridge the disparity between the child and adult, the journey of painting
gives me the opportunity to connect the space between my multiplicities. It provides
the opportunity to go beyond reality to a plane where the self is constructed. The
palpable longing to link my experiences growing up, and my experience of feeling
displaced, in doubt and at times lost have fused with my encounters with reality and
identity as an Australian. These events have moved me to research spatial and
temporal devices in both modern and contemporary painting. And these occurrences
have given me the keys to contemplate varying approaches to painting in a way that I
previously would not have considered. It is as though a doorway has opened, both
personally and philosophically; one that urges me to contemplate a practice that feels
uniquely my own.

Somehow our experiences of reality can affect the way in which we see and interpret
the world around us. When walking through the Art Gallery of New South Wales, I am
always intrigued by the paintings of the first settlers. It seems that in romanticizing the
Australian landscape, the earliest white settlers tried to portray the scenes they were
painting as European. Influenced by the European Romantics, their paintings were
portraying one place, but it is obvious they were actually thinking about another. The
facts of their lives and understanding arose out of their cultural background and not of
their immediate response to the landscape. They brought with them the tradition of the
Romantic landscape painters, where the landscape became a reflection of the mental
and emotional mood. Therefore, their paintings mirrored a suspension between their
present reality what was, and what they had experienced in their past.
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As a child, when I first read Through the Looking Glass I could instantly connect to
Alice’s experiences of feeling disorientated. Alice is not only lost but also the
characters that she meets constantly question her own understanding about what is
“nonsense”75 and what is right. By the time I was seventeen we were living in Poland.
I will always recall a friend of mine asking where I felt I was from? At that moment we
were sitting on the steps of my house. He asked: “Sara where do you think you are
from? You have an Australian passport, you attend a French School, you live in
Poland, your mother is Dutch and you are living in a Mexican home…” I can always
remember not really knowing what to answer although the question deeply marked
me. These experiences had a profound effect on me. I nonetheless embrace multiple
displacements as both a strategy of assimilation and being.

In The Garden of Forking Paths, Luis Borges describes and highlights the notion of a
spatial temporal reality. At the beginning of the novel, the main character, Yu Tsun is
in grave danger and fleeing for his life. As the novel progresses the pace of the story
abruptly changes, slowing down and taking on a different tone as Yu Tsun becomes
more philosophical about life. In using these strategies, Borges emphasizes both the
presence and possibility of multiple passageways and the notion of a sequence of
time. This, in turn, suggests to the reader different interpretations of the coinciding
existence of multiple outcomes in reality. Thus, his knowledge is based on the concept
that, rather than a character having to choose between different courses of
experiences, all possible avenues are there for him, and all those avenues of action
75
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are recorded in the novel.76 Therefore, the story hints at the existence of multiple
temporal and spatial realities, in which different aspects of ourselves could live
altogether; “fractal spaces which exist independently of each other, and in which a
character can simultaneously hold different identities or be “different people”77.

In early 2014, the painting The Meeting Place was a vague image that appeared to
me as a summons to explore these notions. In these landscapes, I am dealing with
the disassociated figures in space, the outsiders, the people on the periphery of the
situation. The painting started as an abstract work. The impressions came to me
gradually, every week I would let the paint on the canvas dry and return to it the week
after. The canvas developed into a surface where I could let go and in using this
strategy, it guided me more every week. This offered space for the work to emerge in
new ways every time. I can recall thinking about how it feels to be on the border of two
opposing realities. The Meeting Place turned out to be not directly about being an
outsider but about exploring a new place and trying to grasp a new reality; somewhat
like old-fashioned, perspective painterly space being turned upside down. In this
painterly scene, it’s as if the sea and the sky have nearly been inverted, leaving the
figures suspended or even floating trying to grasp this new alternate reality. At the
center of the painting lies the fire, light, warm and comforting to the figures. The
resulting painting seemed to be an attempt to bridge these opposing realities and to
combine flashes across time. When I first exhibited this painting, I found it fascinating
to listen to the viewer’s observations of this artwork. Although there is nothing to
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denote my personal story, the responses implied that a search for the meaning of
belonging and my story had transpired. This painting seems to be a bridge between
my multi-experiences. Leaving the time for the atmosphere to be created in this
artwork was an imperative thread in the evolution of my painting style because it
allowed a lot of intuitive ideas and feelings to resurface.

Fig. 9. The Meeting Place, 2014, oil on linen, 100 x100cm, Private Collection.

By the time I was nineteen, I was a foreigner on all three of the continents that might
have received me—a teenage girl with a bit of an accent in every language she could
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speak. I came back to Australia, a place that I believed I would finally be able to call
home. Instead, it became a long journey to become Australian again. Reading Alice
in Wonderland through the lens of my experience, I see the difference between our
experiences of displacement. Both of us are culturally and geographically displaced.
Alice goes back to her reality, and it lingers as a memory. I have a different experience,
in fundamental ways, I remain in this shifting space, often longing for a more singular
and straightforward sense of reality and identification.

Fig. 10. When Day Became Night, 2014, collage on paper, 35 x 35cm, Private Collection.
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Recalling the first summer I experienced in Australia as a teenager, I can remember
the heat being extreme, almost too intense to bear. It felt as though there was nowhere
to hide from the never ending blue sky and the burning sun on my back. Back then I
was living in Manly and so I did my best to embrace the heat and lie in the summer
sun, on the beach and enjoy the experience. That summer heat was so intense that it
started some fires in the Blue Mountains and one morning I woke up to a dark sky and
black ash thick in the air. It was surreal and strange to see people enjoying the beach
and summer weather while black ash was falling from the sky. This is one of the pivotal
images that would later inspire a painting I produced at the beginning of my Masters:
When Day Became Night. The work started out as a collage, gathered from images
from old books from the 1970’s. In the scene, the figures at the foreground are barely
noticing the changing sky nor the fire and smoke or the impending gloom. The light in
the painting is coming from different angles suggesting the layering of different or
multiple realities. While some figures at the back look on in hesitation while observing
the night sky and smoke, the others in the foreground lie around, unaffected by the
impending disaster that looms in the distance.
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Fig.11. When Day Became Night, 2014, oil on linen, 100 x 100cm, Private Collection.

Since When Day Became Night was painted I have discovered that it is important to
let the images present themselves when the time is right and under the correct
situation. I have come to trust more the instinct within. If I allow myself to be aware
and be present while at work in the studio, things arise that resonate with my memories
that perhaps stem from something more forgotten in time, like passages in the mind
that have long been ignored. I have stopped sketching or creating collages because I
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have come to appreciate the uncertainty that each mark creates when I am painting.
In What painting is: how to think about oil painting, using the language of alchemy,
James Elkins describes painting as inaccuracies on the surface of the canvas.
Through time mistakes build upon the canvas in the same way that memories build up
in the mind.78 The painting process had become a process of doubt. The paint mixed
with linseed and thinners is rendered, and once they are dry, I also go to work with
rags and sandpaper to abrade the surface. On multiple levels the result is that the
work hesitates. The hesitance I encounter of navigating the canvas connects to the
condition of feeling out of place; and it is something to be felt physically, rather than
translated. I approach the painterly process recognizing that each painting exists on
its own and echoes a moment in time that I can never recover. And the hesitance I
undergo becomes a mark that is uniquely my own.
Following When Day Became Night, I began a new series of paintings called In
Between which would explore the fragility of the environment that surrounds us. The
painting Pink Morning Dust recounts my earliest memories of Jindabyne. I always
ponder the idea that the experiences I have had in my life could have somehow been
entirely different. Was my mother always meant to meet a foreign diplomat? And if she
had not had that encounter would I have grown up in Australia? What emerged in Pink
Morning Dust was both a strange but familiar landscape that seemed to stand for my
idea of the journey involved to understand my chance experiences. A countryman
walks through an unstable landscape. Where he is coming from, and where he is going
is a mystery. I have found that painting is a language through which I discover my
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subjects and also both lose and find myself. This is why it becomes as much an act of
recovery as it is one of discovering the unknown. I have come to the comprehension
that I use my own paintings as a way to illustrate my fascination with both place and
experience.

Fig. 12. Pink Morning Dust, 2015, oil on linen, 58 x 49cm, Private Collection.

In Pink Morning Dust I constructed an uncertain atmosphere using surprising elements
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and colors to form an imagined experience. It became necessary to offer an ambiguity
to the viewer that would also reflect a sense of familiarity. The layers of paint were
built up over time through different modes of painting. In some layers, the paint was
applied more precisely and in other layers, the paint was applied in a more expressive
and gestural way, this helped with the creation of the tension and displacement in the
work. Each layer of dried paint was later erased with sandpaper leaving only outlines
and traces. The concluding artwork is a layering of these outlines and in some ways
reflect my history, numerous retellings of different encounters of a place. The painting
becomes a reflection of the view that I have of the same location today through the
lens of my experiences.

Fig, 13. By The Sea, 2016, oil on paper, 56 x 76cm, Private Collection.
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In What Lies Beneath and By The Sea the female figures are placed on the border of
two differing and unstable realities. The way I sense the space in these paintings is a
direct reflection of how I perceive the world, in a multi-layered and non-linear way. In
both of these works the diverse aspects in the sky and water suggest dualities that
are trying to come into balance. The paintings are in some ways representations of
the effort to unify. The representation of space becomes abstracted as I recognize
the impossibility of depicting and uniting my history and hence the depiction of reality
in the present moment.

Throughout my research, it has become clear that the constant change that I have
encountered growing up has contributed to my interest in painting’s capacity to use
ambiguity constructively, and to engage viewers in a response. I see this process as
ongoing and this paper has been the beginning of continued investigations into this
way of making art. The moving space that I have encountered on the canvas
incorporates both my understanding of past experiences merged with my present
moment. The capacity that painting brings to merge and collide time is increasingly
fascinating to me and painting is the instrument that I use to access this intermediary
plane.
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Fig.14. What Lies Beneath, 2016, oil on canvas, 78 x 58cm, Private Collection.
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Conclusion
The constant relocation of the self within time and space has been researched by
various writers, theorists, and artists from numerous directions and points of view since
the beginning of modernism.
I have explored Deleuze’s ideas about the construction of the self in an increasingly
global world and its relationship to art. Merleau Ponty argues that our knowledge of
this world come from our bodies’ exploration of it, and his account of Cezanne has
been key to my understanding of how the artists’ experiences can be accessed on the
canvas. The scene the artist is able to retrieve is a result of all of their experiences.
This representation of space and time allows for seemingly opposing influences to
exist concurrently. In a way, painting in the contemporary world has a structure to the
extent that contemporary existence is formed, one that is mirage like.
Art arises from the artists’ strong urge to recapture the fleeting moments in time and
space. As a consequence, painting becomes a perfect form to explore experiences of
reality. The tension that exists in painting lies between the image that is created and
the action that generates it. This is one of the key elements that continues to awaken
interest in both the artist and the viewer. The only connection between the
brushstrokes and the painting itself is the artist, who controls the relationship between
the subject and the physicality of the artwork. Layers of brushstrokes and marks sit
next to each other on the canvas demonstrating experiences created that are capable
of merging both past, present and future.
I have explored these ideas in relation to the story of Alice in Through the Looking
Glass. I have investigated the works of artists Peter Doig, Hurvin Anderson and
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Mamma Andersson. Much of the work by these contemporary artists seem to reflect
paradoxes. Their paintings are both straightforward and almost unfinished, quiet but
persistent. Their compositions are often casual. Color moves in and out of naturalism.
The result of their works is an ambiguity that embraces the viewer in suspension
between the inescapable medium of the paint and the immediate physical presence
of the work. Time and space are captured, pulling both the artist and the viewer
between memory and the constantly renewing present. Furthermore, I have
considered my practice and how my experiences of traveling and constantly requestioning my identity relate to these contemporary artists. I have explored how my
practice relates to the techniques of the three artists and have explored not only ideas
of travel, but also ideas of what constitutes a sense of self and belonging. The practice
of painting has generated the belonging I yearn for and continues to provide a way for
me to make sense of my experiences and my identity. The feelings that have risen
from these encounters of crossing spaces into other environments like Alice, and then
encountering places that feel both recognizable and unknown have merged together
on the canvas. The continuous tension between different states of being is central to
the process of painting, and out of this multiplicity stem painterly equivalents that impel
my practice: movement, stillness and reflection, the revealed and the concealed, and
most of all presence and absence.

Painting paired with my marvel about the work of other artists will persist and renew
the deep insights and ideas that have been analyzed in this research paper.
The sense of the self within time and space and how this contributes to our perception
of things are key concepts that I will continue to experiment with. In my opinion, these
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elemental experiences seem to mark painting in a profound way and continually pull
the viewer into a space that is in a constant state of flux.
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